










THE EXPECTED, THE PROMISED
AND THE CONCEIVABLE { ON CP








The general CP phenomenology for beauty and charm decays is sketched and the
KM expectations of large CP asymmetries in B decays are reviewed. I describe
some observable signatures for the intervention of New Physics and list benchmarks
dening the `ultimate' measurements in beauty physics. I also stress the need for
dedicated searches for CP asymmetries in D decays; attaining a sensitivity level of
10
 3
could well reveal New Physics and thus lead to a new paradigm.
1 { Introduction
The three basic messages I want to convey in this talk are contained in the title:
 We can condently expect large CP asymmetries to occur in B decays.
 I feel almost justied to promise that New Physics (NP) will reveal itself there.
 It is quite conceivable that CP asymmetries will become observable in charm
decays { in particular if an intervention of NP will enhance their size above the
levels expected within the KM ansatz.
The talk will be organized as follows: the general phenomenology is sketched in
Sect. 2 and the KM expectations for B decays are stated in Sect. 3; signatures for
1
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NP are listed in Sect. 4; Sect. 5 contains the `HERA-B menu' while the `ultimate'
measurements are dened in Sect. 6; after describing the most promising ways to
search for CP violation in charm decays in Sect. 7, I give an outlook in Sect. 8.
2 { General Phenomenology of CP Violation
There are ve dierent classes of CP asymmetries that can emerge in meson decays,
and they fall into two groups.
The rst group involves comparing partial rates. The decay rate for two CP
conjugate channels as a function of proper time t can be written as

































































] oscillations and it can










































(t) 6= 0 (2:3)












] oscillations' which can most clearly





































(t)  0 (2:4)
This case is called `direct' CP violation and it can also arise in charged meson and
baryon decays: e.g., B ! K; D
neut
K or D ! K
S
.
The second group involves observables other than a ratio of partial widths.
(d): CP violation can reveal itself in nal-state distributions: there can be telling
asymmetries in the Dalitz plot, or T odd correlations can arise.
(e): CP violation can be established also through the observation of a special tran-




























being CP eigenstates of the same CP parity. Reaction (2.5) can




CP violation  reliable theoretical predictions  avour tagging required
involving  large eects  asymmetric B factory
oscillations  striking experimental signature needed
 access to all three angles of the
KM triangle
direct CP  self-tagging  less clean theoretical
violation  can be done at a symmetric interpretation
B factory  smaller eects
 less striking experimental
signature
 access to only one angle
in the KM triangle
The prospects for observing such phenomena vary considerably from case to
case: class (e) will presumably remain academic since its rate depends on the prod-



























). Class (d) represents a very wide and promising eld; some
interesting theoretical studies have been made [2], but it is still too early to draw
rm conclusions, and I will not pursue it any further here. As far as class (b) is
concerned, existing predictions are not very precise, but it is very hard to see how
CP asymmetries in semileptonic B
0
decays could exceed 0.1 %.
In the following I will focus on classes (a) and (c), which have complementary
advantages and drawbacks, as sketched in Table 1.
3 { KM Expectations in B Decays
3.1 Generalities
Within the KM ansatz the CP asymmetries are described in terms of relative phases
of various KM parameters. Weak universality imposes unitarity constraints on them
2
Figure 1: The KM triangle relevant for B transitions







(td)V (tb) ' V (ub) V (cb)+V

(td);  ' sin 
C
(3:1)
Since the three sides of this triangle are all  O(
3
), its angles are naturally large,
see Fig. 1.
This is in marked contrast to the situation in charm decays where the relevant
triangle is given by
0 = V

(ud)V (cd) + V

(us)V (cs) + V

(ub)V (cb) ' O() +O() +O(
5
) (3:2)
which represents a very `squashed' triangle with one angle necessarily tiny and the
other two accessible only through highly suppressed transitions with an amplitude
of relative strength O(
4
)  3  10
 3
.
The foremost goal is of course to nd CP violation. Yet one can dene a more
specic and detailed program of inquiry, namely to rst determine and then probe
the KM triangle with utmost sensitivity. For that purpose one aims at extracting
the values of the KM parameters jV (cb)j, jV (ub)j and jV (td)j from various sets of
data[4]. For these quantities determine the lengths of the three sides of the relevant
KM triangle and thus allow to infer the values of the angles. Next one undertakes




(also known as  and ). If their measured values
diered signicantly from their infered values, one would have established the inter-
vention of New Physics (NP). There is a clear prescription of how to measure these
angles through CP asymmetries. Consider for simplicity only nal states f that are







































For f =  K
S
one nds that the asymmetry parameter can be expressed { to a high





































































is concerned there arise two complications. On the one hand
the quantity " sin 2
2






is not identical to the genuine
3
KM parameter sin 2
2
. The dierence between the two can be ascribed to Cabibbo









While I do not expect this dierence to be big, it exists and provides a limiting factor
in the theoretical interpretation. This added complexity will typically (though not






decays as allowed in



















will however enable us to extract sin 2
2







[5]. In addition to this theoretical complication there exists an experimental
one as well: it is obviously important to have particle identication that can reliably
distinguish B ! K and B !  modes.
There is also some good news which I will only state: there exists a host of





























! ; !; a
1
etc. for sin 2
2
.
3.2 { Determining the KM Triangle
The baseline of the triangle can conveniently be normalized to unity without aect-
ing the angles. The other two sides are then given by V (ub)=V (cb) and V

(td)=V (cb);
those ratios are more directly observable than V (ub) and V (td) themselves.
Our present information on the normalized KM triangle is as follows:
 Present data on charmless semileptonic B decays suggest jV (ub)=V (cb)j ' 0:08
0:03. I am somewhat skeptical that the stated error properly reects the present
experimental and theoretical uncertainties; yet I am condent that the situation
will be claried in the next few years due to considerably more sensitive data and a
judicious application of heavy quark expansions[4].
 The quantity sin 2
1









) with little sensitivity to the
(heavy) top quark mass. Yet this procedure at present suers from grave theoretical

















































Nevertheless two things should be noted here:
{ sin 2
1








{ Once sin 2
1
has been measured, one can infer the value required for f
B
from
eqs.(3.7) with good accuracy.
The present information on the KM triangle is summarized in Fig. 2: the top of
the triangle has to lie in the shaded area.
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Figure 2: Shape of the KM triangle inferred from present phenomenology
Figure 3: Shape of the KM triangle after future measurements of V (ub)=V (cb) and
m
t
I anticipate that over the next few years jV (ub)=V (cb)j will be extracted with a
realistic error of 10% or less. It is hoped that the top quark mass will be known to
within 10 GeV. The resulting KM landscape is illustrated in Fig. 3. The allowed
area for the top of the triangle is now greatly reduced, and consists of two disjoint
subdomains; one requires f
B
' 210 240 MeV and the other f
B
' 140 170 MeV.
Knowing jV (td)=V (cb)j and thus the third side would provide another power-
ful constraint; yet that information will not come easily. There are three avenues
towards this goal: (i) It has been suggested [6] to extract it from the observed
ratio R

 BR(B ! =!)=BR(B ! K

). This is based on the assumption
that both radiative transitions are driven mainly by a Penguin operator reecting
short distance dynamics; in that case one would have R

= jV (td)=V (ts)j
2
SU(3)
breaking. Unfortunately it has not been established that in particular the mode
B ! =! is Penguin dominated. One can actually advance various arguments why
long distance dynamics make quite signicant contributions that do not depend on
V (td). I am skeptical that such contributions can reliably be computed from rst
principles in the near future; on the other hand one can gauge their weight once
BR(D ! K

; =!) and BR(B ! D

) have been measured since these modes





































matrix elements can be
calculated more reliably than the matrix elements themselves. (iii) My own favourite




) once that becomes available. For
the width of that rare transition can reliably be expressed as a function of m
top
and
jV (td)j with the remaining uncertainty mainly due to the size of m
charm
[8, 9].
4 { Signatures for New Physics
The best way in which searches for NP are to be conducted will depend on how
much is known at the time about which KM parameter. I will describe here two
typical scenarios to illustrate the basic features on which any search would be based.
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4.1 Typical Search Scenarios
(1) With jV (ub)=V (cb)j and jV (td)=V (cb)j known the KM triangle has been deter-
mined. Actually it would already have been overconstrained without data on CP
violation in B decays: for with eqs.(3.7) one can infer the necessary size of f
B
from
the resulting angle 
1
. With it and the measured top mass one computes m(B
d
)





then yields a second sensitive constraint: if it is found to dier from
sin 2
1
as infered from the triangle, one has established the intervention of NP.
(2) If V (td)=V (cb) were remain to be largely undetermined, one had to use the




to x sin 2
1
and thus the triangle. As




one can compute m(B
d
) and compare it with the data. Measuring
sin 2
2




The third angle 
3














decays. However it does not strike me as particularly promising. For




will have been determined with a higher
accuracy than can realistically be expected for 
3
measured in this way; 
3
will then




{ unless there is NP lurking below the surface! Yet then
it makes more sense to analyze a channel with (a) a higher branching ratio, (b) a
more striking experimental signature and (c) a cleaner theoretical interpretation.
The mode B
s
!   (or B
s










as is easily understood: for on the leading KM level only quarks of the second
and third family contribute in the transitions B
s







a CP asymmetry then has to be Cabibbo suppressed. New Physics on the other
hand could quite naturally produce an asymmetry well in excess of 10%! A note of
caution: if B
s
mesons oscillated too rapidly, the asymmetry in B
s
!   would get















modes[11]. This represents a sounder approach, in particular since it can be under-
taken already at a symmetric B factory. Furthermore it is at least intellectually
`cute'. For it makes use of the fact that for neutral mesons avour eigenstates and
mass eigenstates are in general distinct (although they can be expressed as linear





















































] can then reveal a CP asymmetry for these channels reecting















be noted as a point of general interest that the quantum mechanical realization of






mesons plays an essential role in CP
asymmetries of B decays: (i) Applied to B
0











to provide the second







mesons it is essential for the emergence of direct CP violation in B
d
! DK
decays, as dicussed above.
The latter is proportional to sin
3
3
; it also depends on the phaseshift 
str
.
Yet it is a gratifying feature [12] of these reactions that they allow the experimental
isolation of sin
3
from the hadronic matrix elements. Due to CPT invariance one














































)j (up to a discrete ambiguity)!
4.3 New Physics Scenarios
One can easily give explicit dynamical scenarios of NP that would have an observable
impact on the CP phenomenology in B decays.
As usual, the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) plays the role
of the standard extension of the Standard Model. Since it does not introduce any
appreciable new phase, there is still no sizeable CP asymmetry in B
s
!  . Yet










jV (td)=V (ts)jmeasured in addition to jV (ub)=V (cb)j one would observe the following




as infered from the KM trigonometry















one would fail to reproduce m(B
d
)! The
discrepancy would be due to SUSY contributions.
A non-minimal implementation of SUSY on the other hand would open the
oodgates for additional CP phases[13] { as would horizontal interactions etc. etc.
In general NP is most likely to make its presence felt rst in the highly forbidden






oscillations. In that case it would aect all
B
d
decays in a uniform manner; likewise for B
s
decays. It would thus represent a
2
Due to doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays these channels do not provide a perfect lter, yet
one of sucient quality.
3
It is also amusing to note that sin
3
= 1, sin 2
3




as implied by the `Stech'
matrix.
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dynamical realization of the `Superweak Scenario'.
5 { The HERA-B Menu
Contrary to widely held beliefs good food can be found at DESY. I am actually
referring to food for the mind that is being oered on the HERA-B menu. It consists
































) vs.  (B
s
!  ).
Observing a positive signal in all three cases (i) - (iii) would represent a `Beyond
your wildest dreams' scenario: as discussed before, the results from (i) would yield
the nal element for the KM triangle together with one constraint from m(B
d
);
course (ii) would provide a second constraint. Taken together (i) and (ii) represent




). Course (iii) constitutes a clean and di-
rect probe for NP in Imm(B
s
















lifetime reveals itself, to a good approximation, in B
s





































Such a small dierence in lifetimes would escape detection. Yet it is conceivable that
the real dierence is considerably larger since the computation yielding eq.(5.1) is







represents a probe not for NP, but of our computational control over hadronization
eects.
6 { The Ultimate Challenge in B Physics
There is good reason for the hope that the asymmetric B factories at KEK and
SLAC will establish CP violation in B decays. Nevertheless it is unlikely that they
will provide also the ultimate measurements. Those are dened by the following
considerations:







{ enjoy a high parametric accuracy. Furthermore there exists the
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Table 2: Possible scenarios for the KM matrix for m
top
= 180 GeV.
A B C D E I II III





25 25 22 26 35
sin 2
1
0.52 0.54 0.58 0.51 0.71 0.39 0.49 0.59
sin 2
2
 0.15  0.11 0.30  0.40  0.62  0.32  0.46  0.14
sin 2
3
0.65 0.71 0.30 0.81 0.99 0.66 0.84 0.70
sin
3
0.94 0.94 0.99 0.89 0.75 0.93 0.88 0.93
expectation that an increasingly detailed database coupled with rened theoretical
tools will allow us to translate this parametric accuracy into a numerical one of a
few per cent[4]. This opens up the possibility to search for NP contributing as little
as 10% in amplitude.
(ii) It is quite possible that no CP violation were found in B decays, with an
upper bound of, say, a very few per cent. In that case we would have established
that K
L
!  transitions are predominantly driven by a source (or sources) other
than the KM mechanism, i.e NP!
(iii) Even nding the CP phenomenology in B decays to be fully consistent
with the KM framework could provide us with seeds of more profound knowl-
edge: analyses of SUSY GUT scenarios lead to an apparently rather limited set
of allowed KM matrices. Prominent examples [15, 16] are listed in Table 2 for
m
top




















symbols A E and I III refer to dierent classes of mass matrices analysed in ref.
[15] and [16]. The details are not important here
4
, and I anticipate considerable
theoretical evolution to take place over the next few years; but I want to use these







oscillations might be extremely rapid!
 The business at hand remains unnished in an essential way until also sin 2
2
has
been measured with good accuracy.
 To dierentiate completely among these scenarios requires the experimental un-
certainties to lie below a few per cent.
Obviously only dedicated experiments performed at the LHC have the statistical
muscle to achieve such goals. The question is: can they develop the systematic brain
that is up to this task?
4
It takes, of course, the trained eye of a theorist to discern the simple pattern underlying these
values for the KM parameters.
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7 { CP Violation in Charm Decays







slowly and CP asymmetries in D decays are small. Yet: How small is small? This
has to be addressed on a case-by-case basis.







The rate for D
0








as a function of
proper time t is given by
 (D
0




































 0:01 and Im(D ! f)  O(
4
) 
0:01; i.e. such a CP asymmetry will not exceed the 10
 4
level, and it is so tiny since








7.2 Direct CP Violation
Direct CP violation can become observable only if two dierent amplitudes con-
tribute coherently to a certain decay. This can happen for once Cabibbo suppressed
modes, but neither for Cabibbo allowed nor twice forbidden channels. Rough es-





in D ! [S = 0] and D
s
! [S = +1] channels. It will be possible to rene these
predictions in the future through `theoretical engineering' [17], i.e. one matches the-
oretical predictions for two-body modes against a host of well-measured branching
ratios to extract the size of transition amplitudes (including absorption) and strong
phase shifts. Present data limit direct CP asymmetries to roughly the 10% level, as
shown in Table 3.
7.3 Possible Impact of NP











to around 0:1, its











Taken together, it would produce a CP asymmetry  O(1%) in reaction (7.1).
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Table 3: Present bounds on CP asymmetries in D decays







0:024  0:084 [18]  11% < A
CP
< 16%













































 0:011  0:030 [19]  6% < A
CP
< 3:8%











































































































expect dierent strong phase shifts to occur in the two amplitudes. Those can












































Such an asymmetry arises already within the KM ansatz. Yet it is tiny, namely
 10
 4




. Yet if NP
contributes a mere 10% to the DCSD amplitude, one would have an asymmetry of
around 1%!
8 { Outlook
It is quite evident that the insights to be gained from a comprehensive and dedicated
study of CP violation
11
 are of fundamental importance;
 cannot be obtained any other way, and
 cannot become obsolete.
The phenomenon of CP violation can be put also into a wider context. There
are two central mysteries in the Standard model. One concerns the origin of masses:
while the generation of mass can be implemented by the Higgs mechanism in a gauge
invariant way, there is no direct experimental evidence for it; furthermore it is also
quite unsatisfactory from a theoretical point of view. The second central mystery {
not unrelated to the rst one { concerns the family replication, the pattern of the
fermion masses and the origin of CP non-invariance. There we are even more at a
loss for a real understanding; we can only state that since there are three families,
CP violation can be implemented via the KM mechanism. In short our answer to
the question of why there are families and why there is CP violation is { `why not?'
There are certainly enough mysteries to ponder. It would be wonderful if they
could be solved by pure thinking { and preferably all of them in one fell swoop!
Indeed, it would be miraculous. For the history of our discipline teaches us that
progress occurs through a succession of paradigms with each new one encompass-
ing the previous one and the shifts most of the time being caused by unexpected
empirical input.
It is actually the motivation for the LHC to gain new insights into the problem of
mass generation by directly probing physics at the 1 TeV scale. Likewise a thorough
analysis of CP violation in heavy avour decays will provide new perspectives onto
the family problem in general and CP violation in particular. I for myself have little
doubt that these studies will lead to a new paradigm { in particular if we commit
ourselves to a truly comprehensive analysis, i.e. one that includes detailed studies
of the charm system (and the  lepton and top quark for that matter).
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